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A teacher on the run. A bounty hunter in pursuit. Can two enemies learn to trust
each other before they both lose what they hold most dear?

Stone Hammond is the best tracker in Texas. He never comes home empty-
handed. So when a wealthy railroad investor hires him to find his abducted
granddaughter, Stone eagerly accepts.

Charlotte Atherton, former headmistress of Sullivan's Academy for Exceptional
Youths, will do anything to keep her charges safe, especially the orphaned girl
entrusted to her care. Charlotte promised Lily's mother she'd keep the girl away
from her unscrupulous grandfather, and nothing will stop Charlotte from
fulfilling that pledge. Not even the handsome bounty hunter with surprisingly
honest eyes who comes looking for them.

When Miss Atherton produces documentation that shows her to be Lily's legal
guardian, Stone must reevaluate everything he's been led to believe. Is she villain
or victim?

Then a new danger forces Charlotte to trust the man sent to destroy her.
Stone vows to protect what he once sought to tear apart. Besides, he's ready to
start a new pursuit: winning Charlotte's heart.
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Stone Hammond is the best tracker in Texas. He never comes home empty-handed. So when a wealthy
railroad investor hires him to find his abducted granddaughter, Stone eagerly accepts.
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Then a new danger forces Charlotte to trust the man sent to destroy her. Stone vows to protect what he once
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Editorial Review

From the Back Cover
2016 Carol Award Winner for Historical Romance

A teacher on the run. A bounty hunter in pursuit. Can two enemies learn to trust each other before
they both lose what they hold most dear?

Stone Hammond is the best tracker in Texas. He never comes home empty-handed. So when a wealthy
railroad investor hires him to find his abducted granddaughter, Stone eagerly accepts.

Charlotte Atherton, former headmistress of Sullivan's Academy for Exceptional Youths, will do anything to
keep her charges safe, especially the orphaned girl entrusted to her care. Charlotte promised Lily's mother
she'd keep the girl away from her unscrupulous grandfather, and nothing will stop Charlotte from fulfilling
that pledge. Not even the handsome bounty hunter with surprisingly honest eyes who comes looking for
them.

When Miss Atherton produces documentation that shows her to be Lily's legal guardian, Stone must
reevaluate everything he's been led to believe. Is she villain or victim?

Then a new danger forces Charlotte to trust the man sent to destroy her. Stone vows to protect what he once
sought to tear apart. Besides, he's ready to start a new pursuit: winning Charlotte's heart.

"This is an enjoyable story where Witemeyer skillfully evokes a sense of place and time."--RT Book
Reviews

"[Witemeyer's] engaging and vividly pictured Western romance is narrated with warm humor, and its
heartfelt story line will be popular with fans of Regina Jennings and Maggie Brendan."--Library Journal

"This historical Western romance will delight fans with an engaging story of love, trust, and hope, integrated
with the message of God's faithful, loving care of His children."--Christian Retailers + Resources

About the Author
Winner of the HOLT Medallion and multiple Carol Awards, and a finalist for the RITA and Christy Award,
bestselling author Karen Witemeyer writes historical romance because she believes in giving the world
more happily-ever-afters. Karen makes her home in Abilene, Texas, with her husband and three children.
Learn more about Karen and her books at www.karenwitemeyer.com.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Richard Valadez:

In this 21st one hundred year, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive right now,
people have do something to make these individuals survives, being in the middle of the particular crowded
place and notice simply by surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated the
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idea for a while is reading. Yep, by reading a book your ability to survive boost then having chance to
remain than other is high. For you personally who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this
particular A Worthy Pursuit book as starter and daily reading e-book. Why, because this book is usually
more than just a book.

Amanda Furr:

The book untitled A Worthy Pursuit is the e-book that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality
of the guide content that will be shown to you. The language that article author use to explained their way of
doing something is easily to understand. The author was did a lot of analysis when write the book, therefore
the information that they share to you personally is absolutely accurate. You also could possibly get the e-
book of A Worthy Pursuit from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Mathew Munz:

Playing with family within a park, coming to see the marine world or hanging out with friends is thing that
usually you have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try point that really opposite from that.
One activity that make you not experiencing tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are ride
on and with addition associated with. Even you love A Worthy Pursuit, you could enjoy both. It is excellent
combination right, you still would like to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can occur its mind
hangout people. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Malcolm Moser:

You can obtain this A Worthy Pursuit by check out the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing
it may to be your solve issue if you get difficulties for your knowledge. Kinds of this e-book are various. Not
only by means of written or printed and also can you enjoy this book by simply e-book. In the modern era
such as now, you just looking by your local mobile phone and searching what your problem. Right now,
choose your current ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange
yourself to make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose proper ways for you.
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